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At LogiCourt, we take immense pride in our efficient process and high-quality products.  
We understand that a smooth installation process is crucial for our customers, which is why we 
have outlined key points to help you have a seamless experience. Our comprehensive guide 
walks you through everything you need to know, ensuring that you are well-informed and 
prepared for what to expect. Click on the following points to learn more:
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WHAT TO EXPECT

ASSEMBLY OF THE FLOORING:
 a. LogiCourt will provide a factory representative on-site to help direct and consult
     on installing the LogiCourt system.

 b. The customer is responsible for providing the labor needed to install the court and
     ensuring that the person/people that need to understand the process in the future
     are present for the installation.

 c. Customer-responsible crew size should be a minimum of 2 people, preferably 4.
     This number should include all personnel who need to know and understand the
     assembly process if the need to disassemble the floor arises.

 d. Additionally, the customer is responsible for the following:

  i. Goal movement, placement, adjustments

  ii. Any transitions from the court to another surface

  iii. Any doorway or wall/perimeter modifications to accommodate the flooring  
          (flooring profile height is two ¾”)

  iv. The base floor (slab) should be completely clear and clean before assembly

AMBIENT CONDITIONS AND RESULTS:
 a. Depending on the season when your LogiCourt system was installed, your
    flooring could experience “dry season cracking” during the low-humidity portion
    of the calendar year. Due to the lower humidity, expansion rows, board-to-board
    side joints, and panel-to-panel seams could separate a small amount. However,
    those cracks will likely “fill back in” during the high-humidity part of the year.

 b. If your facility is located in a lower-humidity region. You will experience
    significant cracks between panels during the first year cycle up to ¼”. In this
    lower humidity environment, it may be necessary to disassemble the court and
    redrill hardware, then reassemble to eliminate the gaps. LogiCourt will provide a
    factory rep to help guide you through the process if this work is needed.



SLAB:
 a. Your LogiCourt system should be placed on a clean concrete slab. The slab must
    be level. The slab will need to be no more than 1/8” difference in any 10’ radius.
    High spots must be ground down, and low areas filled with appropriate  
    concrete filler.

 b. Any variations larger than the specified range could result in gaps from the
     flooring to the slab.

FLOOR PERIMETER:
Your floor will be designed for your specific space and should be installed with approximately  
a 2-inch gap between the maple and the wall and any columns, obstructions, etc.

 a. Wall Base/Cove Base can cover the 2” gap from the floor to the wall if desired.

 b. LogiCourt has partners that can sell you wall base/cove base.

 c. LogiCourt also sells a separate wall base product made from the same maple as
     your flooring. Talk to your LogiCourt sales rep about the cost of this wall base product.

TRANSITIONS:
Your LogiCourt floor will be approximately 2 ¾” “taller” than the slab.

 a. Transition pieces to “ramp down” from the flooring to the slab and/or other levels can  
    be purchased from LogiCourt partners.

 b. Transitions can also be fabricated by you, a general contractor, or someone familiar  
    with carpentry.

FLOOR MAINTENANCE:
The cleaner you keep your LogiCourt system, the longer it will last. Generally accepted cleaning 
practices are as follows:

 a. Dry mop or dust mop your floor every 2-3 hours of play.

 b. Wet mop (damp microfiber mop or towel) every 8 hours of play.

 c. Deep clean your floor approximately every 40 hours of play. LogiCourt recommends   
      using Bona cleaning products to clean.



 d. Painted areas, especially darker colors, will show sufficiently more shoe marks.  
     We recommend purchasing a Bona cleaning machine to help remove shoe marks.

MODULAR VS. FIXED:
The LogiCourt system is a modular system built with separate panels, as opposed to a single-unit 
floor. The LogiCourt system’s modularity gives you more value than a permanent system, allowing 
you to resell, move, remove, and RePad your floor. The modularity also means there are seams 
between panels.

SCISSORS OR FORKLIFTS:
Lifts can damage the surface and weaken structural components leading to system failure.  
Always use multi-layer protection when loading a flooring system with any size lift to protect the
integrity of the system and the quality of the surface finish.

Do not use a lift that exceeds 1,500 lbs. To drive the lift across the court, you must use two
layers of 3⁄4” thick plywood with overlapping seams.

WARRANTY:
LogiCourt warrants the materials it has supplied to be free from manufacturing defects
for Three years. The warranty shall not cover damage caused in whole or in part by casualty,
ordinary wear, and tear, abuse, use for which material is not designed, faulty construction of  
thebuilding, settlement of the building walls, failure of the other contractors to adhere to 
specifications, separation of the concrete slab and excessive dryness or excessive moisture  
from humidity, spillage, migration through the slab or wall, or any other source.



For More Information, Contact LogiCourt
Bill@LogiCourt.com | (501) 207-2082


